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Efficiency of voice control and mouse 
control of a computer-integrated 

telephone 

Steffen Pauws 

The results of a user experiment designed to assess task efficiency, perceived ease of use and 
usefulness and use preference of a voice-controlled (with and without spoken information feedback) 
and a mouse-controlled computer-integrated telephone are reported. The experimental system 
allowed users to use three telephony functions, namely calling a person, transferring an (incoming) 
call and using a 'follow me' feature. These functions could be used by specifying the name of the 
desired callee (i.e., name-dialling) or the desired phone number (i.e., number-dialling) . The 
experiment essentially investigated task efficiency in terms of time required to complete a given task 
(i.e., time 011 task), number of actions required (in the case of mouse control) and number of voice 
commands required (in the case of voice control) while performing three of the same telephony tasks 
in succession. Perceived ease of use and usefulness was measured using a questionnaire. Preference 
of use was measured by letting participants rank six computer-integrated telephones with different 
combinations of mouse control, voice control and spoken information feedback. Participants were 
instructed to complete a task successfully as quickly as possible. Results showed that voice control is 
less efficient in terms of time on task than the use of a mouse. If, in addition, spoken information was 
added, even more time was spent on a voice-controlled task. With respect to the mouse-controlled 
sys tem, name-dialling required fewer actions than number-dialling. With respect to the voice
controlled systems, increasingly fewer voice commands were required to perform each successive 
task. By practice, participants learned to use voice control more efficiently by speaking more 
carefully. Results of the questionnaire showed that voice control is perceived as more useful than 
mouse control, but it is perceived to be less easier to use. Results of preference of use showed that 
voice control is highly valued, if it can be used in conjunction with the mouse. 
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1 PURPOSE 

This report presents the design and results of a user experiment of a voice-controlled and mouse
controlled computer-integrated telephone, called CoolCall. 

The everyday practice of speaking and computer use by mouse and keyboard would lead to the 
suggestion that speaking to a system is easier and faster than using the more conventional interaction 
techniques. For simple data entry tasks such as inputting strings of three to ten characters, the use of a 
conventional keyboard is more efficient (in terms of speed of operation) than the use of Automatic 
Speech Recognition (ASR), though more user errors are made. For more complex data entry tasks, 
however, ASR is more efficient but more error-prone (see, e.g., Baber (1991) for an overview). It is well
known that the use of a mouse is inefficient for a data entry task, but an efficient device for controlling 
a graphical user interface (see, e.g., Douglas and Mithal, 1997). The current experiment investigated the 
efficiency of voice control with and without spoken information feedback versus mouse control for a 
set of telephony tasks, the perceived ease of use and usefulness and preference of use of the interaction 
methods. 

1.1 CoolCall 

CoolCall is a commercial computer-integrated telephone intended to substitute the regular physical 
desktop telephone set (presumably in small office and home office (SOHO) contexts). It has an 
integrated telephone database which allows, besides the regular way of entering a phone number (i.e., 
number-dialling), name-dialling which means entering the name of the callee. A special case of name
dialling is touch-dialling which requires a 'point and click' on a callee in the telephone database to call 
that person. In addition, some call mana3ement tasks are supported such as transferring an incoming 
call and installing the 'follow me' feature (a telephone operator service which can be activated by *21 
and which forwards directly all incoming calls to a specified phone number). In the future, more call 
manipulation features and telephone over IP (Internet Protocol) will be supported. The current 
CoolCall product runs on a personal computer (Windows 98 and NT) and communicates with some 
hardware mounted in a handset through the Universal System Bus (USB), and dials out using a 
analogue telephone line. Voice control may be a useful feature for CoolCall. It may enable calling 
persons by saying their names, that is, voice dialling, and to activate call manipulation features by 
voice. 

For experimental purposes, a mock-up of the CoolCall system has been implemented which supports 
the use of three telephony features (calling, call transfer and follow me), though the functions were not 
really implemented in software. These features can be used by keyboard, mouse and voice. Besides 
voice input, the experimental system also provides speech synthesis output (spoken information 
feedback) intended to facilitate the dialogue needed to operate the system by voice. The graphical user 
interface is shown in Figure l. The experimental system consists of three windows: 

A main window contains a numeric keypad, radio buttons to select one of the three telephony 
features, an edit box displaying the currently selected callee or entered phone number, among 
other things; 

A contact list window contains a list box displaying all contacts in the telephone database. Home 
numbers, office numbers and mobile numbers of contacts are shown, if available; 

A voice control window displays a trace of recognised voice commands, the status of the voice
control and speech output part of CoolCall and check boxes and buttons to configure the voice 
control and speech output (e.g., speaker training facilities, microphone settings). 

1. The 'follow me' feature is a telephone operator service which can be activated by the sequence '*21 ' and which 
forwards directly all incoming calls to a specified phone number 
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I 

040 2811423 040 2475206 
040 2812656 040 2475249 
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040 2421516 040 2475271 
043 3252346 040 2475241 
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040 2475290 
040 2455832 040 2475236 
030 2870365 040 2475212 

040 2475240 
076 5650885 040 2475256 

.0411 .?AG 1 

trace of recognised voice commands 

statu s or CoolCall 

Figure 1. The three windows of the Coo!Call system used in the experiment, after the user has said 
"Coo!Call" .. .. "Call Fred Astaire at office". 

Mouse control 

All actions by mouse are represented by sound clicks and conventional graphical feedback. 

The default telephony feature is dialling. By clicking on one of the radio buttons, the user chooses to 
use one of the other two telephony functions (call transfer and 'follow me'). The 'follow me' function 
has an additional check box to indicate whether this feature should be turned on (i.e., installed) or 
turned off (i.e., de-installed). 

Entering a phone number is done using the (graphical) numeric keypad. Digits entered are displayed 
in the main window's edit box. Contacts can be searched and clicked on in a list. Currently selected 
(i .e., clicked on) contacts are displayed in the edit box in the main window. The default phone number 
is the home number of a contact. By clicking on one of the radio buttons, the user selects the phone 
number desired. 

After the desired telephony function and callee (with or by phone number) are specified, clicking on 
the "Do it" button executes the function. Clicking on the "Clear it" button clears all information 
provided and resets all functions at their default values. 

Voice control and spoken information feedback 

Voice control has been implemented using a state chart model (see, e.g., Horrocks, 1999). The state chart 
used is shown in Figure 2. Initially, the system is in the Sleeping state. In that state, the system only 
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reacts to a limited set of voice commands: "Help" to provide on-line help and "CoolCall" or "Hello" to 
wake up. In the Awake-Command state, the system waits for 10 seconds on the user to utter a command 
which specifies the desired telephony feature, the name of the callee (i.e., name-dialling) or phone 
number (i.e., number-dialling). Examples are "Call Fred Astaire at office", "Transfer call to 2475252" or 
"Stop follow me". Contacts can be called by any combination of first and surnames or any specified 
nick name. Phone numbers have to be pronounced fluently digit-by-digit. If the user does not utter a 
command within 10 seconds or says, for instance, "Bye" or "Thanks", the system falls back to sleep. If 
the voice command is recognised, the system makes a transition to one of the Awake-Confirm states 
and waits 10 seconds for the user to confirm or reject the recognised voice command. Confirmation is 
done by saying, for instance, "Yes", "Okay" or "Do it" . Rejection is done by saying, for instance, "No" 
or "Wrong". If the user rejects, the system expects a new command to be uttered. Besides rejection, the 
user can make small corrections, for instance, changing the contact or changing the phone number. 
After each correction, the waiting time of the system is reset at 10 seconds. If the user does not reject, 
confirm or correct, the system confirmed automatically the recognised command and falls back to 
sleep. If voice commands are not allowed in a particular state (or utterances can not be recognised as a 
voice command), the system makes a Sorn; transition and resets its waiting time. 

Slee ping 
tnit 

Wake Up 

Close 

Awake 

CallName, 

TransferCallToName, 

FollowMeToName 

StopFollowMe 

Aejecl 

Command 

CallN,umber, 

TrenslerCal1ToNumber, 

FollowMeToNumber 

Souy 

Confirm 

NameDlalllng 

Im (10secs ) 
~----+-i.i NumberOlalllng 

·14----------1 
Im (10socs) 
or Confirm 

Figure 2. State chart model of the voice control. 

Correc ame, 

Correc hone 

The state chart model, as shown in Figure 2, has been implemented in a separate software module. An 
option exists to provide spoken information by speech synthesis each time an new state is entered. The 
information given deals with the recognised voice command, phone numbers and contacts. At each 
state transition, an event is generated and sent off to the application (i.e., CoolCall system). This 
enables CoolCall to react on the voice commands and to implement interactive behaviour as if the 
application is controlled by mouse. For instance, CoolCall performs a telephony function after the user 
has confirmed the recognised voice command. 
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Two example interaction scenarios with spoken information feedback are the following: 

User: 
Cool Call: 
User: 
Cool Call: 
User: 
Cool Call: 
User: 

User: 
Cool Call: 
User: 
Cool Call: 
User: 
Cool Call: 
User: 

2. 1 Measures 

"C1.,olCall." 
"Yes?" 
"Call Astaire." 
"Fred Astaire. Home number: oh-four-nine-two five-two- ...... " 
"Office number." (User barges in, changes the default number) 
"Fred Astaire. Office number: oh-four-oh tow-four-seven-five .... . " 
"Okay." (User barges in and Fred Astaire is called at his office) 

"Cool Call." 
"Yes?" 
"Transfer call to number two-four-seven-five-two-five-oh." 
"Transfer call. Jimmy Smith. Number two-four-seven-five-two-five-one." 
"No, two-four-seven-five-two-five-zero." (User corrects misrecognition) 
"Gary Stewart. Number two-four-seven-five-two-five-zero." 
"Right." (User confirms and call transfer is done) 

2 EXPERIMENT 

Voice command and utterance 

The CoolCall system (more particularly, its speech recognition engine) attempted to recognise each 
continuous stream of speech input which was enclosed by half a second of silence. This means, for 
instance, that a stream of speech input which concluded a pause of more than half a second between 
two phrases (e.g., a hesitation) was identified by the engine as two consecutive utterances. For instance, 
"Call Jimmy Smith [pause] at office" was treated as two consecutive utterances, namely "Call Jimmy 
Smith" and "at office". 

Voice commands were all utterances that were recognised and accepted by the CoolCall system. 
However, not all utterances resulted into the recognition of an allowed voice command. For instance, 
voice commands may not be allowed in the current state of interaction, utterances may be 'missed' by 
the system, or speech input may consist of or may be corrupted by unintended sounds such as coughs, 
laughs, smacks, gulps, hawks, throat clearings, breaths or originate from external noise sources. The 
latter two resulted in unidentified voice commands. 

Time on task 

When mouse input was used, task completion time denoted as time on task was measured between the 
first and last mouse button action to complete a given task successfully. 

When voice control was used, time on task was measured between the voice command which initiated a 
given task successfully (i.e., 'woke up' the CoolCall system successfully by one of the voice commands 
'CoolCall' or 'Hello', for instance) and the last voice command to conclude a given task successfully 
(e.g., one of the voice commands 'Okay', 'Yes' or 'Right'). If a user waited more than 10 seconds to utter 
the last voice command, the system automatically performed the action that was specified in the 
dialogue. However, participants hardly used this option during the experiment, as they were 
instructed to complete the tasks as quickly as possible. 

Number of actions 

When mouse input was used, number of actions were all mouse button actions to complete a given task 
successfully. This included all button presses, scrollbar actions, slips and actions for correction. 
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Number of voice commands 

When voice control was used, number of voice commands measured all recognised voice commands 
which were accepted by CoolCall and made the system to transform to another state of interaction. 
These commands drove the dialogue between the participant and the system. This included 
recognised, misrecognised and unintended recognised utterances. Unintend2d recognised sounds are, 
for instance, coughs and breaths that were recognised as true voice commar,;_~s. 

Number of utterances 

When voice control was used, number of utterances measured all utterances that were used while 
completing the task successfully. What constituted an utterance was decided by the speech recognition 
engine (see above). This measure included all voice commands, but also all voice commands that were 
not allowed, 'missed' utterances and, to a lesser extent, unintended sounds such as coughs and breaths. 

Perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness 

The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis, 1989) defines two subjective terms related to 
usability and usefulness of an interactive system. In our experimental setting, the term perceived ease of 
use refers to the extent to which a user finds CoolCall easy to learn and use. The term perceived usefulness 
refers to the extent to which a user finds CoolCall an aid to perform a set of telephony tasks at home or 
at work. A questionnaire recommended by TAM to assess both terms (Wiedenbeck and Davis, 1997) 
was slightly modified to reflect the telephony domain. Perceived ease of use was assessed by posing four 
positive statements; Perceived usefulness was assessed by posing five positive statements (see the 
Appendix). Participants responded by stating to what extent they agreed with each statement in the 
questi01maire on a 7-point scale (1 =strongly agree, ... , 4 =neutral, ... , 7 =strongly disagree). 

The statements assessing perceived ease of use were the following (translated from Dutch): 

Ql I find learning how to use CoolCall easy. 

Q2 I find it easy to get CoolCall to do what I want it to do. 

Q3 I find it easy to become skilful at using CoolCall. 

Q4 I find CoolCall easy to use. 

The statements assessing perceived usefulness were the following (translated from Dutch): 

QS I find that by using CoolCall the quality of calling improves. 

Q6 I find that by using CoolCall I am able to give a call more rapidly. 

Q7 I find that by using CoolCall the enjoyment of calling is enhanced. 

QB I find CoolCall useful at work. 

Q9 I find CoolCall useful at home. 

Pref erence of use 

Preference of use of a configuration of CoolCall with mouse input, voice control and/ or spoken 
information was assessed by having participants rank 6 different CoolCall systems (see the Appendix). 
Rank value 1 was assigned to the most preferred system. Rank value 6 was assigned to the least 
preferred system. The following 6 CoolCall configurations were ranked (translated from Dutch): 

A. CoolCall with mouse input (without voice control and without spoken information feedback) . 

B. Cool Call with voice control and spoken information feedback (without mouse input). 

B. CoolCall with voice control (without mouse input and without spoken information feedback). 

D. CoolCall with mouse input, voice control and spoken information feedback. 
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E. CoolCall with mouse input and voice control (without spoken information feedback) . 

F. CoolCall with mouse input and spoken information feedback (without voice control). 

2.2 Method 

Instructions 

Participants read a short text (see the Appendix) about the functionality of the CoolCall system and the 
supported way of control (i.e., mouse input and voice control). The telephony features to call a person, 
to transfer an incoming call and to install the 'follow me' feature were explained. In the case of voice 
control, calling a person using voice control was explained by a small interaction scenario ("Call Jimmy 
Smith at the office"). Voice commands to recover from misrecognised utterances or unintended voice 
input were sketched. The text made participants aware that they should speak fluently without 
hesitations and that phone numbers should be spoken fluently digit by digit without pauses and 
without the use of prominent accents. At this point, no further instructions on procedures were given. 
Participants were asked to rephrase the given text in their own words. Any misconception was 
corrected by the test supervisor. 

In order to acquaint participants with the mouse controlled system, they were allowed to freely explore 
the mouse-controlled system for three minutes. 

In order to acquaint participants with the voice controlled system, they were provided one page with 
four written out interaction scenarios and two task descriptions. The scenarios consisted of a person 
calling, call transfer and install follow me task by name dialling and a call task by number dialling. The 
two task descriptions were number dialling tasks. Participants were instructed to go through these 
interaction scenarios and task descriptions by themselves while using the voice controlled system. 
After they completed the set of scenarios and tasks successfully, they were allowed to freely explore the 
voice controlled system for three minutes. Participants received this instruction only once, though they 
worked with a voice controlled system twice. 

Tasks 

Participants received three pages containing 24 (3x8) task descriptions (see the Appendix). One page 
contained eight tasks to call a person, one page contained eight tasks to transfer a call and one page 
contained eight tasks to install the 'follow me' feature. Each set of eight tasks was divided into four 
name-dialling tasks and four number-dialling tasks. The first task in each set of four was a practice task 
followed by three experimental tasks. The practice task was accompanied by a one-line example 
interaction scenario to facilitate the use of voice control. Only the data resulting from the three 
experimental tasks were used in the data analysis. For the name-dialling tasks, the name of the callee 
and the phone to reach the callee (i.e., office phone) were specified. For the number dialling tasks, the 7-
digit phone number was specified. All phone numbers started with the 5-digit prefix 24752; only the 
last two digits were different. Names of callees and phone numbers were all different for the 18 
experimental tasks; callee's name and phone number for the six practice tasks were all the same ('Fred 
Astaire at office' and '2475222', respectively). Two sets of the 3-page task descriptions were created in 
which names of callees and phone numbers were put in a different, random order to compensate for 
order effects due to numbers and names that were difficult to pronounce correctly. Participants 
received the same set of pages three times, that is, each time they had to use one of the three CoolCall 
systems. 

In the case of the mouse-controlled system, calling person tasks by name dialling demanded at least 
some scroll actions to search for the callee in the list of contacts and one action to dial out (double 
clicking the intended callee in the list). Calling a person was the default system functionality. The 
transfer call and follow me tasks demanded at least an additional action to activate the transfer call or 
follow me functionality. Calling a person by number dialling demanded at least seven actions to 
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indicate the phone number by using a graphical numeric keypad and a button press to dial out. The 
transfer call and follow me tasks required an additional action to activate the desired functionality. 

In the case of the voice-controlled system, all tasks demanded at least three correctly recognised voice 
commands. The first voice command woke up CoolCall, the second voice command contained the full 
specification of the desired system action and the last voice command activated the desired system 
action (e.g., "CoolCall" ... .... "Call Fred Astaire at office" .... ... "Okay" or "Hello" .. ... "Call number 
2475222" .... .. "Do it"). The last voice command was facultative, as the system specified the specified 
action automatically after a time period of 10 seconds. However, participants hardly waited for the 
system to do the action automatically, as they were instructed to complete the tasks as quickly as 
possible. 

Design 

Three CoolCall configurations were used denoted by A, B, and C, defining an independent variable 
system. System A could be controlled by a mouse (no keyboard use was allowed). System B could be 
controlled by voice and gave spoken information feedback about the recognised voice command. 
System C could also be controlled by voice only, but gave no spoken information feedback. Each system 
was provided in an experimental session. To compensate for order effects with respect to the systems, 
the three sessions addressed different permutations of systems (i.e., participants received systems in 
one of the following three orders: ABC, BC A and CAB). Another independent variable called feature 
was used to distinguish three different telephony features: 1) calling a person, 2) transferring a call and 
3) installing follow me. To compensate for order effects with respect to feature, participants worked 
with features in one of three permutations reflecting order of provision (i.e., 1 2 3, 2 3 1, and 3 1 2). The 
permutations of systems and features were counterbalanced. Another independent variable dial-method 
represented two different ways of dialling: 1) name dialling by specifying the name of the callee and 2) 
number dialling by specifying the phone number of the callee. The order in which both dial methods 
were provided was not altered among participants. The last independent variable was task repetition; 
participants completed three experimental tasks in succession for each combination of system,feature 
and dial-method. These task repetitions were intended to measure changes in time on task, number of 
actions and number of voice commands (i.e., task performance) as a result of experience. 

In summary, this experimental design was constructed to compare three CoolCall systems, three 
telephony features and two dialling methods in three task repetitions. Consequently, each participant 
performed 54 (3x3x2x3) experimental tasks and 18 (3x6) practice tasks. 

Test material and equipment 

A telephone database containing 116 names of contacts and three types of phone numbers (i.e., home, 
office and mobile number) was collected. The database contained famous American and English music 
artists from six different popular music idioms Qazz, blues, rock, vocal, reggae and country). Fame of 
an artist was determined by the list of most referenced artist's web pages at the All Music Guide web 
site (see http: I I allmusic.com). Famous artists were used because it can be assumed, to a large extent, 
that Dutch speakers are familiar with the correct pronunciation of their names. Only American and 
English proper names were used since an American-English automatic speech recognition engine was 
used. 

The CoolCall was implemented on a PC (Pentium II) running under Window 98 and using Microsoft's 
automatic speech recognition engine (Whisper) and speech synthesis engine (Whistler). Two low-cost, 
but moderately high quality single-eared headset microphones were used (Sennheiser m@b 25): a left
eared and right-eared version. 

Participants were seated in an office room behind a desk and a 17-inch colour monitor. The test 
supervisor was seated behind the participant during the experiment making supplementary real-time 
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observations and notations. It was made sure that the room was quiet (door and windows were 
closed). 

Procedure 

Eighteen participants performed three experimental sessions to work with three CoolCall systems (i.e., 
A, B and C) . The whole experiment took approximately one hour. They were offered a drink to rinse a 
dry mouth during the experiment. Participants were randomly assigned to conditions in which 
systems, telephony features and task descriptions were provided in a different order. 

First, participants were asked to complete a form to collect some personal data. Then, they read the 
short instruction text about the CoolCall system and were asked to rephrase the text in their own 
words. 

When they started working with the mouse controlled system, they were given the opportunity to 
freely explore the system while using the mouse only for three minutes. 

When they started working with a voice-controlled system, they chose a preferred headset microphone 
(i.e., left-eared or right-eared version). Input and output volume of the headset microphone was set at a 
comfortable level. Then, the speech recognition engine was trained on the voice of the participant. For 
this, participants had to read aloud a standard 20-sentence text at a natural and even tone, after which 
the engine constructed a speaker profile. This training session took approximately 15 minutes. When 
participants started working with a voice-controlled system for the first time, they were asked to re
read the instruction text and were asked to go through the instruction set of interaction scenarios and 
task descriptions. Then, participants were allowed to freely explore the voice-controlled system for 
three minutes. When they started working with a voice-controlled system for the second time, they 
were allowed to perform one or two instructional interaction scenarios to see what changes had been 
made to the system (i.e., absence or presence of spoken information). 

Then, 24 tasks were executed using one of the three systems. Participants were instructed to perform 
each individual task as quickly as possible while maintaining a pause of a few seconds between two 
task performances. The latter instruction was needed to avoid that task performances mixed up. If a 
task was performed incorrectly or unsuccessful (i.e., was not performed according to the task 
description), participants were instructed to repeat the task. All actions, identified and unidentified 
voice commands (i.e., utterances) were logged with a time stamp for later data analysis. 

After the performance of the 24 tasks (6 practice and 18 experimental tasks), participants completed a 
TAM questionnaire and were asked to write down some comments. At the end of the experiment, they 
ranked six different CoolCall systems according to their preference and were asked for the reason of 
their preference order. 

As a little parting gift, participants were offered a peppermint to thank them for their contribution and 
to recover from a sore throat. 

Participants 

Eighteen persons (10 male, 8 female) participated on a voluntary basis. They were all colleague 
researchers at the research lab, had the Dutch nationality and were experienced computer users. The 
average age of the participants was 32 (min: 23, max: 47). All participants had at least completed a 
higher vocational education. None of the participants used automatic speech recognition (voice control 
or dictation) on a daily basis. Of the participants, fourteen participants had some previous experience 
with voice control since they had participated in former user experiments on voice control. Of these 
fourteen participants, ten participants had a bad experience with voice control, one participants had a 
'moderate to somewhat better' experience and three participants had a good experience with voice 
control (though one found voice control 'impersonal'). 
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2.3 Results 

All eighteen participants .. .rere able to complete the tasks successfully. Data on time on task, number of 
actions, number of voice commands and number of utterances were analysed to check for systematic 
connections with the independent variables system,feature, dial-method and task repetition. Figures are 
mainly used to present systematic connections (i.e., statistically significant effects) graphically. Data on 
the TAM questionnaire were analysed to see how participants perceived the CoolCall systems in terms 
of ease-of-use and usefulness. Data on the preference order of the CoolCall systems for each participant 
were analysed to reveal a general order of preference for all participants. 

Time on task 

Participants needed 13.5 seconds, on average, to complete an experimental task successfully. The 
results for time on task are shown in Figure 3. 

A MANO VA 1 with repeated measures was conducted in which system (3), feature (3), dial-method (2) and 
task repetition (3) were treated as within-subject independent variables. Time on task was the dependent 
variable. 

a. system • task repetition b. system• feature 
25 25 

"" 20 "" 20 
"' "' .'!! .'!! 
c 15 c 15 0 0 
<1> <1> 
E .§ :;::; 

10 10 c c 

"' "' <1> <1> 
E E 

5 5 

2 3 A B c 
task repetition system 

Figure 3. Mean time 011 task (seconds). The left-hand panel (a) shows the mean time on task for all three systems 
over the three task repetitions (A: mouse input, B: voice control and spoken information feedback and C: 

voice control). The right-hand panel (b) shows the mean time 011 task for all three systems for each telephony 
feature. The cross-bars represent the standard error of the mean. 

A significant main effect for system was found (F(2,16) =10.82, p < 0.005). When the means were 
compared, a significant difference between system A and B was found (F(l,17) = 22.38, p < 0.001) and 
between system Band C (F(l,17) = 8.46, p < 0.01). A difference between system A and C was nearly 
significant (F(l,17) = 3.99, p = 0.062). As shown in the left-hand panel of Figure 3, participants 
performed the telephony tasks least efficiently using a voice-controlled system, especially the one with 

1. MANOV A stands for Multivariate ANalysis Of V Ariance. Analysis of variance (ANO VA) refers to a set of statistical 
techniques to see to what extent quantitative values of a dependent variable Y (e.g., time on task) are free to vary in some 
way as the qualitative values (i.e., levels or conditions) of an independent variable X (e.g., different CoolCall systems) 
change. The values of X are under direct control of the experiment. In other words, a statistical (linear) model is imposed 
on the data to distinguish between systematic (i.e., statistically significant) connections between X and Y and chance or 
'error' variations in Y by comparing the means and the variances of Y under different values of X. The terms repeated 
111cas11rcs and withi11-s11bject refers to the fact that all participants were assigned to all experimental conditions involved; 
they were measured repea1.:dly on a dependent variable Y (e.g., time 011 task) under different values of the independent 
variable X (e.g., different CoolCall systems). See for an introduction on analysis of variance, for instance, Stevens (1996) 
or Hays (1994). 
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spoken information feedback (mean time on task over systems: 9.8 secs (A), 17.5 secs (B) and 13.2 secs 
(C)). 

A significant main effect for task repetition was found (F(3,15) = 8.78, p < 0.005). When the means were 
compared, significant differences between the first and second task repetitions (F(l,17) = 1'4.52, p < 
0.001) and between the last and first two task repetitions (F(l,17) = 8.87, p < 0 '.15) were found. As shown 
in the left-hand panel of Figure 3, participants spent less time on each successive telephony task (mean 
time 011 task over task repetitions: 15.7 secs (1), 12.8 secs (2) and 11.8 secs (3)) .A significant two-way 
interaction effect for system and feature was found (F(4,14) = 3.24, p < 0.05). When the means were 
compared, it was found that only for system Bless time was required to use the 'follow me' feature 
than the other two features, whereas this was reversed for the other two systems (F(l,17) = 11.38, p < 
0.005). See also the right-hand panel of Figure 3. 

A significant two-way interaction effect for dial-method and task repetition was found (F(3,15) = 10.68, p < 
0.005). When the means were compared, it was found that the decrease in mean time on task was steeper 
when using name-dialling in the first two task repetitions than when using number-dialling (F(l,17) = 
14.26, p < 0.001). Thus, it seems that participants were faster learners when it came to name-dialling 
(mean time on task: 15.9 secs, 12.3 secs and 12.0 secs (name-dialling at task repetition 1, 2 and 3, 
respectively), 13.8 secs, 13.4 secs and 11.6 secs (number-dialling at task repetition 1, 2 and 3, 
respectively)). 

No other effects were found to be significant. 

Number of actions 

Participants performed 8.4 (mouse button) actions, on average, to complete a mouse-controlled 
experimental task successfully. The results for number of actions are shown in the left-hand panel (a) of 
Figure 4. 

a. feature * dial-method 
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b. voice commands/utterances 
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Figure 4. The left-hand panel (a) shows the mean number of actions for each telephony feature and dial
method when using system A. The right-hand panel shows the mean number of voice commands and the mean 
number of utterances when using system Band Cover the three task repetitions. Note that the minimal number 

of voice commands to perform a task most efficiently and successfully was 3. The cross-bars represent the 
standard error of the mean. 

A MANOVA with repeated measures was conducted in which feature (3), dial-method (2) and task 
repetition (3) were treated as within-subject independent variables. Number of actions was the dependent 
variable. Obviously, only data resulting from the use of system A were analysed. 
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A significant main effect for feature was found (F(2,16) = 9.67, p < 0.005). When the means were 
compared, it was found that calling a person took fewer actions than transferring a call (F(l,17) = 7.74, 
p < 0.05) and that transferring a call took fewer actions than the use of the 'follow me' feature (F(l,17) = 
5.09, p < 0.05). Thus, participants needed to perform the lowest number of (mouse button) actions 
when calling a person and needed to perform the highest number of actions when using the 'follow 
me' feature (mean number of actions: 7.2 (call a person), 8.4 (transfer a call) and 9.7 (install follow me)). 

A significant main effect for dial-method was found (F(l,17) = 6.42, p < 0.05). Participants needed to 
perform fewer actions when using name-dialling than when using number-dialling (mean number of 
actions: 7.6 (name-dialling) and 9.3 (number-dialling)). 

A two-way interaction effect for feature and dial-method was found to be significant (F(2,16) = 7.47, p< 
0.05). When the means were compared, calling a person using number-dialling took more actions than 
using name-dialling when this was contrasted with the use of the 'follow me' feature (F(l,17) = 11.62, p 
< 0,005) (mean number of actions: 6.0 and 8.5 (calling a person using name-dialling or number-dialling, 
respectively), 9.4 and 9.9 (follow me using name-dialling or number-dialling, respectively)). 

The three-way interaction effect for feature, dial-method and task repetition was found to be nearly 
significant (F(4,14) = 2.81, p = 0.067), whereas the univariate (ANOVA) test found this interaction effect 
to be significant (F(4,68) = 2.96, p < 0.05). When the means were compared, it was found that 
participants performed fewer actions to use the call transfer or the 'follow me' feature using name
dialling at the second task repetition, whereas they performed almost the same number of actions to 
call a person using number-dialling and name-dialling at the first and second task repetition (F(l,17) = 
8.07, p < 0.05). 

No other effects were found to be significant. 

Number of voice commands 

Participants used 3.9 voice commands, on average, to complete a voice-controlled experimental task 
successfully. The results for number of voice commands are shown in the right-hand panel (b) of Figure 4. 

A MANOVA with repeated measures was conducted in which system (2),feature (3), dial-method (2) and 
task repetition (3) were treated as within-subject independent variables. Number of voice commands was 
the dependent variable. Obviously, only data resulting from the use of systems Band C were analysed. 

A main effect for task repetition was found to be nearly significant (F(2,16) = 2.80, p = 0.090), whereas the 
univariate (ANOVA) test found this main effect to be significant (F(2,34) = 3.60, p < 0.05). Participants 
needed to utter fewer voice commands for each successive task. The number of voice commands used 
approached, to some extent, the most efficient number of 3. (mean lower bound on the number of voice 
co111111ands: 4.2 (task 1), 3.8 (task 2) and 3.7 (task 3)). 

No other effects were found to be significant. 

Number of utterances 

Participants used 5.6 utterances, on average, to complete a voice-controlled experimental task 
successfully. The results for number of utterances are shown in the right-hand panel (b) of Figure 4. 

A MANOVA with repeated measures was conducted in which system (2),feature (3), dial-method (2) and 
task repetition (3) were treated as within-subject independent variables. Number of utterances was the 
dependent variable. Obviously, only data resulting from the use of systems Band C were analysed. 
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A main effect for system was found to be nearly significant (F(l,16) = 4.29, p = 0.055). Almost one 
additional utterance was required to use the voice-controlled system with spoken information 
feedback (mean number of utterances: 6.0 (system B) and 5.1 (system C)). 

A main effect for dial-method was found to be nearly significant (F(l,16) = 3.96, p = 0.064). Nearly one 
additional utterance was , equired for name-dialling (mean number of utterances: 6.0 (name-dialling), 5.2 
(number-dialling)) . 

A main effect for task repetition was found to be nearly significant (F(2,15) = 2.79, p = 0.093), whereas the 
univariate (ANOVA) test found this main effect to be significant (F(2,32) = 3.31, p < 0.05). Fewer 
utterances were used for each successive task (mean number of utterances over task repetitions: 6.2 (1), 5.3 
(2) and 5.1 (3)). 

No other effects were found to be significant. 

Perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness 

Responses to the TAM questionnaire were subjected to a two-dimensional non-linear Principal 
Component Analysis1 (PCA) (van de Geer, 1993a; 1993b). In the analysis procedure used (GIFI, 1985), 
the nine statements in the questionnaire were treated as active variables, and the three CoolCall 
systems (A, Band C) were treated as passive variables to label the PCA plot. The responses to the 
statements were treated as ordinal categories; only the order on the 7-point scale was considered 
important. Consequently, the data matrix consisted of rows with responses to the nine statements per 
participant and per CoolCall system. Responses collected from questionnaires addressing one of the 
three CoolCall systems were thus treated as new independent rows in the matrix; in that way, 
longitudinal (within-subject) data were analysed by a cross-sectional (between-subject) technique. This 
technique has the side effect that the first principal component represents the response changes 
between using the three systems. In order words, the desired dimensions for perceived ease of use and 
perceived usefulness require a rotation to coincide with the principal components. The mean transformed 
responses of the questionnaire related to the three CoolCall systems are displayed in the centre of 
Figure 5. 

The transformed scores for statements Ql, Q2, Q3 and Q4 are highly correlated as well as the 
transformed scores for statements Q5, Q6, Q7, QB and Q9. The high correlations reinforces the fact that 
the first and second set of statements indeed measure perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness 
respectively (Davis, 1989). Also the means of the transformed response categories (from 1 to 7) for both 
set of statements are displayed; they represent the uncorrelated dimensions for perceived ease of use and 
perceived usefulness. Mean response category 1 for Ql, Q2, Q3 and Q4 is displayed in the lower left-hand 
(third) quadrant; high perceived ease of use is thus located in the lower left-hand comer of the third 
quadrant. Likewise, high perceived usefulness is located in the upper left-hand corner of the second 
quadrant. As shown in Figure 5, it appeared that CoolCall system A (mouse input only) tends to be 
perceived as being less useful than the other two systems, but more easier to use. CoolCall systems B 
and C (voice control with and without spoken information feedback, respectively) tend to not differ 
much in their perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness. 

1. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a statistical technique, mainly for exploratory purposes, to find a limited 
number of dimensions (i.e., the principal components) that adequately explain the observed correlations among a set of 
observed quantitative variables. Therefore, it derives a linear combination of the observed variables in which most 
correlation among the variables is obtained in the first dimension, the second-most correlation is obtained in the second 
dimension, etc, with the constraint that all dimensions are mutually uncorrelated (i.e., orthogonal). We have used only 
two dimensions, since we expected that the set of variables (i.e., the responses to the nine TAM statements) loaded on 
only two uncorrelated dimensions termed perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness. In addition, the use of more 
dimensions is hard to present graphically and hard to interpret. We have used a non-linear variant of the PCA, 
since the scale of the variables was not quantitative, but qualitative, that is, ordinal (van de Geer, 1993a; 
1993b). 
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Figure 5. The PCA solution of the nine statements of the TAM questionnaire loaded on the terms perceived ease of use 
and perceived usefulness. 

Preference of use 

The ranking data of the six CoolCall systems (i.e, A, B, C, D, E and F) were used to indicate comparative 
judgements of all pairs of CoolCall systems (Guilford, 1954). The task of ranking six CoolCall systems 
requires, in essence, the comparison of all systems involved, which enforces transitivity of rankings. 
Though participants had worked only with three CoolCall variants (i.e., A, B and C), it was assumed 
that they could 'interpolate' or 'extrapolate' their preference for the other three CoolCall systems (i.e., 
D, E and F) easily and reliably. 

A ranking of six systems then amounts to 14 pair-comparison judgements for each participant. In our 
case, a system with the lowest rank value is judged more preferred than all systems that have a higher 
rank value. There were no ties (equal rankings of systems) in the data. From the pair-comparison 
judgements over all 18 participants, we can determine the proportion of the time that each system is 
more preferred than every other system (see Table 1). Only half of the matrix is shown because the two 
halves are complementary and no data exists for the diagonal cells. 

Table 1. Proportion matrix showing the froportion of the time that a Coo!Call system at the top is more 
preferred than a Coo!Cal system at the side in 18 preference judgements. 
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The standard way to analyse pair-comparison data is based on Thurstone's law of comparative judgment 
(Thurstone, 1927; Torgerson, 1958). When applying this law to our case, the Pxtent to which one 
CoolCall system is judgerl to be more preferred than another is related to tl.e difference in subjective 
strengths, or scale values, of the compared CoolCall systems. As the result of a judgement process may 
vary slightly from time to time and between participants, it is assumed here that scale values, and 
likewise their differences, follow a normal distribution with standard deviations equal to 1. The means 
of these normal distributions correspond then to the scale values. The method to estimate a scale value 
for each system comes down to transforming the proportions in each cell in Table 1 into normal 
deviates (z-scores). Each normal deviate then represents the difference between the scale values of two 
systems. Collecting all fifteen possible differences between six scale values of the systems results in an 
overdetermined set of equations. 

Table 2. Scale value estimates and their standard error of the CoolCall systems ordered on scale value 
estimates. Scale value of CoolCall system Fis set at zero, by definition. 

CoolCall variant Scale value estimate Standard error 

1. D (mouse input, voice control, spoken info) 1.08 0.12 

2. E (mouse input, voice control) 0.90 0.12 

3. B (voice control, spoken info) 0.61 0.12 

4. C (voice control) 0.54 0.12 

5. A (mouse) 0.22 0.12 

6. F (mouse input, spoken info) 0.00 0.12 

By setting the scale value of CoolCall system F to zero, the least-squares solution of the overdetermined 
set of equations yields the scale value estimates as shown in Table 2. The correlation between the 
observed data and the predictions of the least-squares solution is high (r = 0.873) which means that 
76.2% of the variance is explained. Table 2 shows that CoolCall variants A, B, C, D and E were more 
preferred than system F, as their scale value estimates are all positive. The scale value estimates and the 
low values of standard error also indicate that all six CoolCall systems can be ranked consistently in the 
order F, A, C, B, E and D according to increasing preference. From this preference rankings, it can be 
concluded that spoken information intended to enhance mouse input was the least preferred option 
(i.e., system F). Voice control as the sole method of control with or without spoken information (i.e., 
system C and B, respectively) was more preferred than only mouse input (system A). A combination of 
voice control and mouse input was the next more preferred option. The most preferred CoolCall 
system was the one in which all three modalities are combined (i.e., system D with mouse input, voice 
control and spoken information). 

2.4 Discussion 

Participants were instructed to perform a set of telephony tasks as quickly as possible using a mouse
controlled CoolCall system, a voice-controlled CoolCall system with spoken information feedback and 
a voice-controlled CoolCall system without spoken information feedback. All eighteen participants 
were able to complete all given tasks successfully. They were given three minutes of free exploration to 
learn using each system, and, in addition, an elaborate instruction phase to use a voice-controlled 
system. 

The results showed that tl,e use of voice control is less efficient than the use of a mouse. More time was 
required to perform a ta~· le by voice than by mouse. If, in addition, spoken information was added, even 
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more time was spent on a voice-controlled task. Though participants could barge into the monologue 
of the system, they were not made aware of this option during the instruction. Most participants did 
not uncover this option by themselves, listened to all information provided or probably waited 
'politely' until the system finished speaking. 

The results also showed that participants needed increasingly less time to perform each successive task. 
It seemed that participants had not reached their maximum level of proficiency; time to complete 
future tasks may further decrease. 

With respect to the mouse-controlled system, fewer actions were required to perform a name-dialling 
task than to perform a number-dialling task. Thus, searching and clicking on a contact was found to be 
more efficient than entering a phone number in terms of number of actions required. 

With respect to the voice-controlled systems, increasingly fewer voice commands were required to 
perform each successive task. By practice, participants learned to use voice control more efficiently by 
speaking more carefully. 

The results of the TAM questionnaire showed that voice control is perceived as more useful in the 
context of home and office use, but it is perceived to be less easier to use than the use of a mouse. The 
results of the preference order showed that voice control is highly valued if it can be used in 
conjunction with a mouse. Mouse input is merely thought as a fall back mechanism for voice control. 
The feedback of spoken information is also seen as a beneficial feature, though it should be kept to the 
minimum needed to perform a task effectively and efficiently. Some general guidelines may be 
appropriate in this context, such as disclosing (spoken) information progressively in time, avoiding the 
provision of lengthy information that is already known to the user, and providing information to 
support user recognition and confirmation instead of user recollection and wondering. 

2.5 Conclusion 

Usually, first-time users attempt to operate a computer application such as CoolCall immediately 
without the aid of instructions. Consulting a user manual is often perceived as too time-consuming or 
the user manual is simply lost. This means that the user interface of CoolCall should be as transparent, 
intuitive and self-explanatory as possible, meaning that users are able to find the most effective and 
efficient ways to perform a telephony task at a glance without procedural instruction on 'how-to-use
CoolCall'. Since CoolCall is a system that is expected to be used intermittently, instead of 
systematically or frequently, users should also be able to return to CoolCall after a period of not using 
it, without the burden of re-learning it. 

With respect to the experiment, participants were able to use the mouse-controlled experimental 
CoolCall system and its graphical user interface immediately without the aid of procedural 
instructions. They were only given three minutes of free exploration, before they were admitted to the 
test. However, the sample used in the experiment was highly selective because all the participants had 
at least higher vocational training, were experienced computer users and were highly motivated since 
CoolCall use was mandatory and isolated from a real life or work place context-of-use. One may 
wonder what happens when users have received education at a lower level, are inexperienced 
computer users, or when CoolCall use is discretionary when a normal desktop telephone can still be 
used, or when CoolCall use is intermittent or interruptive while other work is in progress (e.g., making 
a phone call while doing a word processor task or having a meeting). Future user experiments should 
be focused on these research questions. 

In the case of voice control, the conclusion is quite different. In general, voice control is still an 
unknown feature to users. It is often claimed that speech input is 'natural' (e.g., Helander, Moody and 
Joost, 1988), because it is assumed to build on an existing human skill and it does not require the 
learning of a new (motor) skill. However, people are very rarely able to use any form of speech 
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technology without some degree of training and practice (Baber, 1991). Some pilot studies indeed 
confirmed that users were unable to uncover the allowed voice commands without external 
instructions. At first instance, users are unaware what to say to the system or how to pronounce the 
voice commands correctly. In addition, when voice control stumbles, users tend to portray emotional 
responses and social conventions that are common in a flagged human-human communication such as 
sighs, murmurs, over-em} ·hasising and over-articulation of words, that further deteriorates recognition 
accuracy. With the technology used, users have to pronounce commands fluently without hesitations, 
pauses and prominent accents. A fluent, unaccented pronunciation was especially problematic when 
speaking out telephone numbers, since they had to be pronounced digit by digit. In order to overcome 
the initial leaning difficulty with voice control, participants received an elaborate instruction phase on 
using and correctly pronouncing the voice commands and phone numbers. One may think about how 
first-time users are taught about the proper use of voice control, when there is no supervisor sitting 
next to them. 

However, voice control in the present experimental setting is highly valued if it can be used in 
conjunction with more traditional interaction techniques (e.g., mouse and keyboard use) . Voice control 
is even found to be more useful in the context of home and office use than mouse input, though less 
easier to use than mouse input. The experiment showed that mouse use is more efficient than voice 
control due to the inexperience of users with voice control, the present three-stage dialogue with 
waiting periods and an explicit confirmation of a recognised voice command (e.g., "CoolCall" ..... . "Call 
Jimmy Smith at the office" ... ... . "Okay") and the misrecognitions that occur. Misrecognitions need an 
additional repair sub-dialogue. Though an system option exists to immediately activate a feature that is 
specified by a voice command, this option to accelerate voice-controlled operation is assumed to be 
reserved for more experienced users only. 

In the experiment, a telephone database of a limited set (i.e., 116) of famous American and English 
music artists was used from which it could be assumed that Dutch speakers are familiar with the 
correct pronunciation of their names. This is a reasonable assumption in daily use of the CoolCall 
system, since it can be assumed that users know their contact list and know how these contacts can be 
reached by voice. However, some remarks have to be made with respect to the general applicability of 
voice control for the CoolCall system. 

Firstly, no studies were done on enlarging the telephone database. Though enlarging a telephone 
database makes voice control even more desirable since it avoids search, it is obvious that many names 
of callees that may sound similarly confuses the recognition process and thus deteriorates recognition 
accuracy. 

Secondly, proper names generally obey to other phonological, morphological and orthographic rules 
than the regular words in a language. For instance, foreign names are hard to recognise correctly by a 
speech recognition engine when the engine has been designed for one language and when no 
'nativised' phonetic transcriptions of foreign names are readily available. Topical research and software 
implementation interest should be devoted to the use of a multitude of all kinds of proper names. 

Thirdly, minimal implementation effort was spent on the recognition of telephone numbers. Only 
phone numbers in the telephone database could be recognised, as long as they were spoken fluently 
and digit by digit. However, people pronounce phone numbers in all kinds of varieties (e.g, in chunks 
of tens or hundreds) with informative pauses between parts of the digit sequence (e.g., to make a 
distinction between an access code and a subscriber's phone number or to accentuate the last two 
digits). Topical research and software implementation interest should be devoted to the varied 
pronunciation of phone numbers. 

Fourth, the combination of voice control and spoken information feedback may support CoolCall use 
without the need to inspect visual information. This may facilitate easy task ·,;witching when attention 
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was paid to some other work in progress. It is known that, at offices, phone handling tasks frequently 
interrupts a main task which requires switching of tasks (Brouwer-Janse, Scheffer, Vissers and Westrik, 
1992; Brouwer-Janse, Scheffer and Westrik, 1993). 

Fifth, optimal use of voice control requires some form of speaker adaptation. In the experiment, an off
line training phase was U3ed which may be inconvenient in practice. Therefore, possibilities for on-line 
speaker adaptation techniques should be investigated. 

Lastly, a combined and integrated use of voice control with other interaction techniques (e.g., mouse 
and keyboard use) is not supported, though they can be used separately. In laymen terms, voice control 
as implemented in its current setting is not informed about the actions that the mouse and keyboard 
have performed. It should be investigated whether or not a multimodal interaction such as clicking on 
a contact and saying "Call him/her at the office" is a desirable research option forward. 
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4 .APPENDIX I 
The following pages were provided to the participants: a page for collecting personal data, two pages 
with instructions, three pages with task descriptions, three pages containing the TAM questionnaire 
and one page to rank six CoolCall system according to their preference. 

Persoonlijke gegevens 

Naam: 

Se 0 Man 

Leeftijd: 

Beroep: 

Gebruikt u spraaksturing in het dagelijks gebruik van applicaties? 

0 Ja 0 Nee 

Heeft u wel eens gewerkt met automatische spraakherkenning? 

0 Ja 0 Nee 

Wat waren uw ervaringen met automatische spraakherkenning? 

0 Vrouw 
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lnstructies 

CoolCall is een telefoonprogramma op de computer dat mogelijk uw telefoontoestel kan vervangen. 
CoolCall heeft de beschikking over een telefoonbestand zodat u door het aa··1klikken van personen in 
een lijst iemand kan op1::«:1len. Personen in een telefoonbestand kunnen een huis(telefoon)nummer 
(home number), een ka1~tc:0rnummer (office number) of een mobiel nummer (mobile number) hebben. 
Naast het aanklikken van personen in een lijst, kunt u ook nog gewoon telefoonnummers ingeven. 
Naast personen opbellen, kunt u met CoolCall ook telefoongesprekken doorverbinden (Transfer Call) 
of uw telefoonnummer doorschakelen ("21 of Follow me). 

CoolCall kan bestuurd warden met de muis (en toetsenbord), maar ook met uw stem (dwz 
spraaksturing). Spraaksturing geschiedt door het uitspreken van korte engelstalige commando's. 
Voordat u een commando kunt inspreken dient u eerst CoolCall 'wakker te schudden' door "CoolCall" 
of "Hello" te zeggen. Daarna heeft u een tiental secondes om een commando in te spreken voordat 
CoolCall weer in slaap valt. U kunt ook CoolCall zelf weer in slaap sussen door bijvoorbeeld te zeggen 
"Bye" of "Goodbye". 

Nadat u CoolCall wakker hebt gemaakt kunt u bijv. zeggen: "Call Jimmy Smith at office." als u de 
persoon Jimmy Smith wilt spreken op kantoor. U kunt personen ook alleen bij hun achternaam of 
voornaam oproepen. Commando's ' moet' u vloeiend uitspreken zonder haperingen. Telefoonnummers 
' moet' u cijfer voor cijfer uitspreken in het Engels; dus 2475200 wordt "two four seven five two zero 
zero" zonder pauzes. Indien CoolCall u verkeerd of helemaal niet verstaan heeft of u wilt een 
verbetering aanbrengen, kunt u CoolCall direct corrigeren (zeg dan bijvoorbeeld "No") of het 
commando herhalen. Als u tevreden bent met het herkende commando kunt u het commando uit laten 
voeren door te zeggen "Okay", "Do it" of "Yes". 
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lnstructies 

U krijgt nu de tijd om CoolCall te leren gebruiken met uw stem. 

Probeer de volgende taken maar eens: 

U: "CoolCall" 

CoolCall doet iets 
U: "Call Jimmy Smith at office" 

CoolCall doet iets 
U: "Do it" 

CoolCall doet iets 

U: "Hello CoolCall" 

CoolCall doet iets 
U: "Transfer call to Carlos Santana" 

CoolCall doet iets 
U: "office number" 
CoolCall doet iets 
U: "Okay" 

CoolCall doet iets 

U:"CoolCall" 

CoolCall doet iets 
U: "Follow me to Elvis Costello" 

CoolCall doet iets 
U: "office number" 

CoolCall doet iets 
U: "Yes" 

CoolCall doet iets 

U: "CoolCall wake up" 

CoolCall doet iets 
U: "Call number 2 4 7 5 2 0 0" (telefoonnummers moeten vloeiend cijfer voor cijfer in het engels 
worden uitgesproken) 
Coo!Call doet iets (als u niks doet onderneemt Coo!Call zelf actie) 

Probeert u ook eens de telefoonnummers 2 4 7 5 2 5 0 en 2 4 3 0 5 1 3. 

U mag nu zelf taken verzinnen om Coo!Call nog wat beter te leren kennen. 
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Beltaken (Dial, Call, Ring, Phone). 

Probeer de volgende taken zo snel mogelijk uit te voeren. 

Taak 1: 

Probeer Fred Astaire te bellen op zijn kantoornummer. 
bijv. "CoolCall... .... Call Fred Astaire at office ..... . Do it" 

Taak 2: 

Probeer Mariah Carey te bellen op haar kantoornummer. 

Taak 3: 

Probeer Albert Collins te bellen op zijn kantoornummer. 

Taak 4: 

Probeer Dean Martin te bellen op zijn kantoornummer. 

Taak 5: 

Probeer het nummer 2 4 7 5 2 2 2 te bellen. 
bijv. "CoolCall... .... Call number two four seven five two two two ......... Okay." 

Taak 6: 

Probeer het nummer 2 4 7 5 2 1 2 te bellen. 

Taak 7: 

Probeer het nummer 2 4 7 5 2 0 4 te bellen. 

Taak 8: 

Probeer het nummer 2 4 7 5 2 4 4 te bellen. 
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Doorverbindtaken (Transfer call) 

Probeer de volgende taken zo snel mogelijk uit te voeren. 

Taak 1: 

Probeer door te verbinden naar het kantoornummer van Fred Astaire. 
bijv. "Hello ........ Transfer call to Fred Astaire at office .......... Do it." 

Taak 2: 

Probeer door te verbinden naar het kantoornummer van Ella Fitzgerald. 

Taak 3: 

Probeer door te verbinden naar het kantoornummer van Sarah Brightman. 

Taak 4: 

Probeer door te verbinden naar het kantoornummer van Robert Cray. 

Taak 5: 

Probeer door te verbinden naar het nummer 2 4 7 5 2 2 2. 

bijv. "CoolCall ...... .... Transfer call to number two four seven five two two two .......... Okay." 

Taak 6: 

Probeer door te verbinden naar het nummer 2 4 7 5 2 4 0. 

Taak 7: 

Probeer door te verbinden naar het nummer 2 4 7 5 2 1 9. 

Taak 8: 

Probeer door te verbinden naar het nummer 2 4 7 5 2 4 1. 
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Doorschakeltaken (Follow me) 

Probeer de volgende taken zo snel mogelijk uit te voeren. 

Taak 1: 

Probeer door te schakelen naar het kantoornummer van Fred Astaire. 

bijv. "CoolCall... ...... Follow me to Fred Astaire at office .. ... ... ... .Do it." 

Taak 2: 

Probeer door te schakelen naar het kantoornummer van Aretha Franklin. 

Taak 3: 

Probeer door te schakelen naar het kantoornummer van Thelonious Monk. 

Taak 4: 

Probeer door te schakelen naar het kantoornummer van Billy Joel. 

Taak 5: 

Probeer door te schakelen naar het nummer 2 4 7 5 2 2 2. 
bijv. "CoolCall ........ Follow me to number two four seven five two two two ........ . Okay." 

Taak 6: 

Probeer door te schakelen naar het nummer 2 4 7 5 2 1 4. 

Taak 7: 

Probeer door te schakelen naar het nummer 2 4 7 5 2 1 5. 

Taak 8: 

Probeer door te schakelen naar het nummer 2 4 7 5 2 8 9. 
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Zoudt u willen aangeven in hoeverre u eens bent met onderstaande beweringen. 
CoolCall is het telefoonprogramma met muis en beeldscherm. 

Geheel 
mee eens 

Ik vind het gemakkelijk om te leren hoe 1 2 3 
CoolCall werkt. 

Ik vind het gemakkelijk om CoolCall 1 2 3 
precies te laten doen wat ik wil doen. 

Ik vind het gemakkelijk om vaardig 1 2 3 
te worden in het gebruiken CoolCall. 

Ik vind CoolCall gemakkelijk in het 1 2 3 
gebruik. 

Ik vind dat door het gebruiken van CoolCall 1 2 3 
de kwaliteit van het bellen verbetert. 

Ik vind dat door het gebruiken van CoolCall 1 2 3 
ik sneller kan bellen. 

lk vind dat door het gebruiken van CoolCall 1 2 3 

mijn plezier in het bellen wordt vergroot. 

Ik vind een systeem als CoolCall thuis 1 2 3 
bruikbaar. 

Ik vind een systeem als CoolCall op het werk 1 2 3 
bruikbaar. 

Heeft u nog opmerkingen ? 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

Neutraal Geheel 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

mee 

oneens 

6 7 

6 7 

6 7 

6 7 

6 7 

6 7 

6 7 

6 7 

6 7 
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Zoudt u willen aangeven in hoeverre u eens bent met onderstaande beweringen. 

CoolCall is het telefoonprogramma met spraaksturing, gesproken informatie en beeldscherm. 

Ik vind het gemakkelijk om te leren hoe 
CoolCall werkt. 

Ik vind het gemakkelijk om CoolCall 
precies te laten doen wat ik wil doen. 

Ik vind het gemakkelijk om vaardig 

te worden in het gebruiken CoolCall. 

Ik vind CoolCall gemakkelijk in het 
gebruik. 

Ik vind dat door het gebruiken van CoolCall 
de kwaliteit van het bellen verbetert. 

Ik vind dat door het gebruiken van CoolCall 
ik sneller kan bellen. 

Ik vind dat door het gebruiken van CoolCall 
mijn plezier in het bellen wordt vergroot. 

Ik vind een systeem als CoolCall thuis 
bruikbaar. 

lk vind een systeem als CoolCall op het werk 
bruikbaar. 

Heeft u nog opmerkingen ? 
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1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Geheel Neutraal Geheel 
mee eens mee 

oneens 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

2 3 4 5 6 7 



Zoudt u willen aangeven in hoeverre u eens bent met onderstaande beweringen. 
CoolCall is het telefoonprogramma met spraaksturing, beeldscherm, en zonder gesproken 
informatie. 

Geheel 
mee eens 

Ik vind het gemakkelijk om te leren hoe 1 2 3 
CoolCall werkt. 

Ik vind het gemakkelijk om CoolCall 1 2 3 
precies te laten doen wat ik wil doen. 

Ik vind het gemakkelijk om vaardig 1 2 3 
te warden in het gebruiken CoolCall. 

Ik vind CoolCall gemakkelijk in het 1 2 3 
gebruik. 

Ik vind dat door het gebruiken van CoolCall 1 2 3 
de kwaliteit van het bellen verbetert. 

Ik vind dat door het gebruiken van CoolCall 1 2 3 
ik sneller kan bellen. 

Ik vind dat door het gebruiken van CoolCall 1 2 3 
mijn plezier in het bellen wordt vergroot. 

Ik vind een systeem als CoolCall thuis 1 2 3 
bruikbaar. 

Ik vind een systeem als CoolCall op het werk 1 2 3 
bruikbaar. 

Heeft u nog opmerkingen ? 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

Neutraal Geheel 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

mee 

one ens 

6 7 

6 7 

6 7 

6 7 

6 7 

6 7 

6 7 

6 7 

6 7 
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Zoudt u onderstaande CoolCall varianten kunnen rangschikken op basis van 

uw voorkeur. Rangnummer 1 heeft uw grootste voorkeur en rangnummer 6 

heeft uw minste voorkeur. 

A. CoolCall met muisbesturing (zonder spraaksturing en gesproken informatie). 

B. CoolCall met spraaksturing en gesproken informatie (zonder muisbesturing). 

C. CoolCall met spraaksturing (zonder muisbesturing en gesproken informatie). 

D. CoolCall met muisbesturing, spraaksturing en gesproken informatie. 

E. CoolCall met muisbesturing en spraaksturing (zonder gesproken informatie). 

F. CoolCall met muisbesturing en gesproken informatie (zonder spraaksturing). 

l. ........... .... .. ... ....... . 

2. ···························· 
3 . ........................... . 

4 . ..... .. .................... . 

5 .... ... ........ ........... .. . 
6 ....... ... ........... ... ... . . 

Kunt u redenen aangeven voor deze rangschikking ? 
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